**Patriotism—National Symbols, cont.**

Washington, D.C. by Gustav Blumchen, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (fluent)*

We Honor America by Laura Young, Rosen (upper emergent)*

We Vote by Cynthia Martin, Newbridge (fluent)*

Who Was Betsy Ross? by Colleen Adams, Rosen (early fluency)*

Who Was Paul Revere? by Sharon Moore, Rosen (early fluency)*

**Patterns**

Baker Bill by Calvin Irons, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (patterning, halving patterns)

Patterns by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)

Shirts and Skirts by Calvin Irons, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill

The Icky Sticky Trap by Calvin Irons, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill

The Wheat Field by Calvin Irons, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (patterning, doubling patterns)

**Plants**

Scholastic Learning Centers—Trees*

Evergreens and Green by Susan Canizares

Look at This Tree by Susan Canizares & Pamela Chanko

Orange Juice by Betsy Chessen & Pamela Chanko

Treats From a Tree by Susan Canizares & Mary Reid

Who Lives in a Tree? by Susan Canizares & Daniel Moreton

A Bottle Garden by Sandra Iversen, McGraw-Hill Wright Group (emergent)*

All About Wood by Jennifer Prescott, Newbridge (early)*

All Kinds of Plants by Linda Ross, McGraw-Hill (K)

Beautiful Flowers by Brian Enting, Wright Group (Red)

Big Red Tomatoes by Pamela Graham, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*

Cactuses by Lesley Pether, National Geographic (fluent)

Corn by Marvin Buckley, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*

Corn From Farm to Table by William Anton, Newbridge (early) *

Cotton Plant to Cotton Shirt by Lola M. Schaefer, Benchmark (early)*

Fibers From Plants by J. Massam-Windsor, Wright Group (Level 2)*

Flowers for Grandma by Karl Jensen, National Geographic (wordless)*

Food Trappers by Diana Noonan, Wright Group (Yellow)*

From Farm to Table by William Anton, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)

From Field to Florist by Felix James, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*

From Flowers to Fruit by Fred & Jeannie Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 3)*

Fruit by Fred & Jeannie Biddulph, SUNSHINE™ Science, Wright Group (Level 3)*

* Teacher Favorites